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Statement of Disclaimer 
 
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as 
fulfillment of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or 
reliability. Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may 
include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California 
Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or 
misuse of the project. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Speed Solutions has been contracted to design and build a Human Powered Vehicle 
(HPV) frame and drivetrain for the Cal Poly HPV club to use in their 2011 race season. This 
project is being funded by the Cal Poly HPV club and their sponsors. The goal is to design, test 
and build a bicycle frame that the HPV club can attach to a fairing of their design. Primary 
design considerations will include speed, weight, cost, rider ergonomics, reliability and ease of 
repair. This vehicle will be used to compete in ASME’s Human Powered Vehicle Challenge 
(HPVC) series of races. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
 
The Cal Poly HPV team has been building and competing in HPV competitions since 
1978, and was a primary source for information on vehicle designs and competition experience 
for both our design and manufacturing processes.  We were given access to the reports and 
drawings for the past eight designs, which date back to 2002. These drawings provided an 
outline for general dimension ideas, drivetrain possibilities and material choice options for our 
initial concepts. Along with written material, we worked closely with the current team to gain 
insight on their experience with previous years’ designs and to identify their preferences for the 
2011 bike. All of these resources were an integral part of our design process as HPV designs 
continually build on ideas from year to year.  Along with personal experience and project write-
ups, the team provided us with the Patterson Model, which served as a primary reference for 
initial bike geometry and handling characteristics. 
 
The Robert E. Kennedy Library has records of all previous Cal Poly senior projects 
conducted on this subject. These records date back to the early 1980s and include many details 
on bike design, steering systems, frame designs, and gearing options.  These served as a 
primary resource for concept development and were a core reference in our initial iterations. 
 
This vehicle is designed to compete in the 2010 ASME Human Powered Vehicle 
Competition, and therefore must comply with all rules and regulations set forth by ASME.  The 
2010 “Rules for the Human Powered Vehicle Challenge” packet dictates all necessary 
information for vehicles entering the competition and was used as an underlying reference in 
our design process.  All specifications in this document were followed including safety, 
dimensions, and class designations. 
 
The International Human Powered Vehicle Association (IHPVA) also has rules and 
regulations for their competitions which provided further reference for our vehicle design. 
Their website also has additional resources and research on many aspects of human powered 
vehicles. These include articles on new technology and designs along with write ups on other 
teams’ builds. 
 
Many companies design and build recumbent bicycles for the public, however most of 
them are rear wheel drive. There are however a select number of businesses that mass produce 
front wheel drive and front wheel steer bikes for the public. One of these companies is 
Cruzbike. Their website has a lot of information and detailed drawings their steering and drive 
design which helped in our brainstorming process.  
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 Most HPV teams who have tried front wheel drive and front wheel steer options have detailed 
write-ups online along with technical drawings which proved to be very helpful. While most 
front wheel drive bikes sold to the public are pivoting boom, the majority of HPV bikes that 
were front wheel steer have been twist chain designs. These steering apparatuses often get 
very complicated in routing the chain and it is very helpful to see the ways other teams have 
used chain guides, tensioners, guards, to alleviate these problems. 
 
 Finally, we have contacted many Cal Poly faculty members for advice and information. 
Professor Kevin Williams, the IME welding teacher, provided us with information on welding 
processes for steel, aluminum, and other metals, and aided us in beginning our material 
selection. Along with welding advice, he personally has a recumbent bike and gave us some 
basic sizing tips and advice on bending of aluminum versus steel for bent tube framing. We also 
talked to both Professor Kean and Professor Fabijanic. Both these teachers have taught Cal 
Poly’s Single Track Design class and provided us with text outlining the physics and details of 
single track design. This helped us outline critical dimensions and performance factors on our 
bike such as turning radius and stability.  
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Chapter 3: Design Development 
 
After initial research into the history of Human Powered Vehicle design and an analysis 
of previous successes and failures, we generated several possible solutions to the 2010 bike 
that could meet the design criteria set by the team.   
One of our first design concepts was a semi-prone, front wheel steer, rear wheel drive 
HPV bike. The allure of the prone design is the ability to use a standard bicycle drivetrain, 
shifters, and other components, which generally minimizes derailment issues.  The rider can sit 
low without routing the chain long distances or designing a powered and steerable front wheel. 
The main disadvantages to the prone are the untested nature of the design, the ergonomics, 
and requirement of having to make an entirely new fairing.  
 
Figure 1: Semi-prone concept sketch 
Another solution we looked into was the front wheel drive, front wheel steer, twist 
chain recumbent design. This concept is one of the most common because it can be designed 
with minimal width and a high degree of integration with the fairing.  The primary concern with 
this design is derailment since the chain twists with the fork as the user steers the bike. To 
eliminate derailment, there has to be a system of chain stays and tensioners which can cause a 
lot of power loss and add undesired complexity to the bike. 
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Figure 2: Chain twist concept sketch 
The front wheel drive, front wheel steer, pivoting boom recumbent was the third of our 
four main design ideas.  In this configuration, the entire drivetrain is located on the same 
assembly as the front wheel.  This solves the drivetrain derailment issue because all of the 
drivetrain components could be taken from a standard bicycle.  This design was very promising, 
however, major drawbacks included issues of push steer and limited space in the fairing. The 
swinging front boom requires a wider fairing than the team was planning on using. Additionally, 
the rider’s legs swing the boom as they push on the pedals creating push steer which is hard to 
reduce. 
 
Figure 3: Pivoting boom concept sketch 
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Another design considered was the front wheel steer, rear wheel driven, long drivetrain 
bike.  This design is very common in the recumbent and HPV worlds, because, when done 
correctly, it has an acceptable reliability and is generally predictable. The issue of drivetrain 
derailment is not completely solved however, because in order to transfer power to the real 
wheel a long chain must be used and the chain guides and tensioners are very hard to get in 
perfect alignment.  Also, because the chain has to be guided below the frame and rider, the 
overall vehicle is taller. This causes the bike to have a larger frontal area, making it less 
aerodynamic. The team has done this design the past few years and wanted to try something 
different, so this was not an option. 
Another solution is the front wheel drive, front wheel steer, drive shaft recumbent.  The 
drive shaft solution has been implemented in both motor cycles and bicycles, but we could not 
find this idea ever used for an HPV.  The drive shaft could solve the derailment issue in 
transferring power to the steering wheel.  The issue with the solution is that the gears can be 
inefficient at power transfer and the number of custom components is much larger than other 
solutions. 
The solution we decided on is one that does not have very much precedent, the front 
wheel drive, front wheel steer, universal joint solution.  This design provided a good set of 
benefits in that it integrates with the fairing very well, and does not have the derailment issues 
other designs have. By maintaining the chain from the crank to the left side of the u-joint fixed, 
and routing the chain on the other side of the u-joint down to the cassette, we have two 
separate chain assemblies of minimal length that are in their own respective motion,  which 
should minimize derailment issues. The only main issue that came up in initial drafting of the 
design is that historically, designers have had trouble implementing the u-joint without 
interfering with the rider’s legs as they pedal. 
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Figure 4: Initial u-joint concept sketch 
To help us rank our different concepts quantitatively we created a Pugh Matrix. In this 
matrix, we listed what we believed to be the most important major considerations in choosing 
our design. This included factors such as maneuverability, ease of fairing integration and 
manufacturability. We then weighted each factor on how important each of them was to our 
design, on a scale of 1 to 5. For instance, fairing integration is very important. If it does not 
work with the fairing, the design fails, so it was weighted as a 5. Once we had the different 
sections listed and ranked, we went through and gave each design a score from -5 to 5 for each 
section. Then, to find our final references values, we multiplied these scores by the category 
weights to produce weighted values and then added these weighted values to get the total true 
value for each concept. The u-joint design has the most points, closely followed by the pivoting 
boom. You can see our entire matrix with all our categories, weights and weighted scores 
attached in Appendix A. 
After this analysis, initial research, team input, and hearing the experiences of people 
involved with the team, we decided to develop the u-joint concept. 
 Once the u-joint bicycle was selected as our design, one of the first changes we made to 
the design was the location of the u-joint in relation to the crank. In our initial sketches we had 
the crank forward of the u-joint. This was how the few other bikes we saw using a u-joint were 
oriented, but this meant the rider’s legs were in the same area as the u-joint. For safety and 
space considerations, we switched the components’ positions so the u-joint is now forward of 
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the crank. The team was worried about this design’s longer wheelbase and its effect on the 
turning radius, so to compensate for this we made our head tube vertical. This brought our 
wheelbase back to its initial value from when the crank was in front of the u-joint. From our 
review of single track design with Professor Fabijanic, we knew we would need to have trail for 
the bike to steer normally, so we created negative offset dropouts for the front wheel.  In 
addition to the u-joint relocation, when transferring the model from our hand sketches to a 3D 
model, we chose to make the bike monocoque to save weight. Since we had opted for a steel 
frame in interest of manufacturability, we determined that to compete with the team’s 
previous carbon fiber frames, we would need to decrease the amount of material used. 
 
Figure 5: Square tube, monocoque with crank behind u-joint 
Our initial solid model was based on a square tube monocoque frame, however, after 
our team’s initial visit to the ASME HPV race in Chatsworth, we decided to change to round 
tube. We simply saw a few square tube designs that didn’t have much aesthetic appeal.  It 
could probably be done well, but in general the circular tube bikes looked much more 
professional. In addition, this allowed us to make bends instead of mitering joints which worked 
with our design concept much better, along with giving the bike a more professional look. In 
order to change to round tube, we had to add two main tubes through the body of the bike. 
This increased stiffness, allowing us to use a smaller diameter tube and provide a grid for the 
seat, adding torsional support. Additionally, after seeing how a competition actually works, we 
realized it is important for the team to have the ability to go on practice rides without the 
fairing. To make this alteration, we extended the frame tubes and added another bend to bring 
them up to the hub height of the rear wheel. The benefits of having a nonfaired, rideable bike 
were more important than the additional weight from the extensions. Overall, we retained the 
primary shape from the square tube setup while going from a monocoque to a full frame 
design. 
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Figure 6: Current round tube frame design 
 Our u-joint steering apparatus design has not changed much from our previous plans, 
but it has been fine-tuned for aesthetic and functional purposes.  We moved the secondary 
headtube further toward the front of the bike per the team’s request to have their arms in a 
more horizontal position while riding. We lowered the steering outboard tubes where the tie 
rods will attach because there was interference between the rider’s foot and the tie rod. We 
also used the Patterson Model to work on the exact dimensions of most of the bike. This model 
is in Matlab and is based on 9 different geometric inputs to determine the handling 
characteristics. By altering the trail and wheelbase we reached control spring and control 
sensitivity plots within the same region as the team’s previous bikes.  
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Chapter 4: Description of the Final Design 
4.1 – General Overview 
 Our design for the 2010 Cal Poly HPV bike is a recumbent, front wheel drive, front wheel 
steer, fairing integrated bike. To accompany the front wheel drive and steer configuration, we 
have incorporated the use of a u-joint to transfer power from the fixed crank to the rotating 
fork, and a remote steering column with tie rods and heim joints to control the vehicle’s 
steering. 
 
 A recumbent configuration means the rider is sitting down, leaning slightly back. Our 
design is modeled with a rider in Figure 8 below. In our case, the rider’s rear is the lowest body 
part in the bike, with his legs angled upward to the pedals. The rider sits in a seat with a back, 
which serves as a fixed datum relative to the frame so that he/she can exert as much force as 
possible at through crank and driveline. This design of bike is favored in HPV competitions 
because the center off mass of the bike is lower, allowing for a smaller projected frontal area 
than in a conventional road bike.  This improves the aerodynamics of the bike, reduces drag, 
and improves efficiency. By minimizing drag we allow the rider to achieve greater speed and 
acceleration through all speed ranges for a given energy input. 
 
Figure 7: Rider in our recumbent bicycle 
 For the 2010 model bike, Cal Poly’s team was interested in selecting the front wheel as a 
means of both power transmission and steering for a variety of reasons. By making the front 
wheel the drive wheel, the bike no longer needs a chain to run under the rider. This allows the 
rider to sit at least 4 inches lower, which decreases the frontal area from their previous rear 
wheel drive setups.  Along with aerodynamic benefits, this configuration allows for much 
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shorter chain lengths, reducing chance for derailment in comparison to rear wheel drive setups 
along with weight and power loss from chain guides and tensioners. 
4.2 – Clearance 
In our analysis of the leg and pedal volumes the question of clearance arose.  The key 
areas of interest discovered were the heels clearing the tie rods of the virtual steering column, 
the knees clearing the handle bars, the inner leg of the short rider clearing the virtual steering 
column and the pedal clearing the u-joint at its max steering angle. We created a model human 
in SolidWorks based on Nick’s dimensions to test these clearances. Nick is slightly bigger than 
any of the riders on the team, so by allowing for his “virtual self” to fit, all the riders on the 
team should fit as well. In all these areas the SolidWorks model showed the pedal volume of 
the legs, feet and moving components all moved throughout the full range of motion without 
interference. 
4.3 – Single Track Theory  
As a verification of the viability of the untraditional fork angle we used certain bike 
concepts like trail, which is the distance between where the steering axis meets the ground (PS)  
and the point of contact on the wheel (PF).  This number has a large influence on the handling 
characteristics of a bike and whether or not it is rideable.  In order to make an easily steerable 
bike, it must have some amount of trail.  The figure below shows how trail is measured on a 
regular fork (left) and on our concept (right).  In determining the trail for the front wheel, we 
chose to emulate the trail on a regular bike with the same size wheel and a 75 degree fork 
angle (or 15 degree β as shown in the figure) with no offset (e).  This rough estimation will give 
us similar handling characteristics, although there are more variables to consider in order to get 
the overall handling, such as the longer wheel base and small steering angle.  We will optimize 
these values using the Patterson model to get the best handling characteristics possible and 
tweak the final design accordingly. 
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Figure 8: Single track diagram as applied to our model 
 In the Patterson model, we fine-tuned our length of trail to compensate for our 
increased weigh and vertical head tube. You can see in the figure on the next page that our 
bike, with its 4 inch trail, follows almost the same paths as previous bikes. In our control spring 
versus velocity plot, our bike is even better than the previous bikes. Control spring is how much 
the bike wants to return to tracking straight. The best values are negative because this means 
the bike tracks straight. Most bikes have a positive value for their initial 5 mph, whereas ours 
never passes into the positive range. 
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Figure 9: Patterson model output plots comparing our bike and previous HPV bikes 
4.4 – Steering Assembly 
In the figures below, you can see our solution for front wheel drive and front wheel 
steer using the same wheel. We ran a chain from the crank, parallel to the ground to a fixed 
idler gear. This sprocket was attached top one end of a u-joint, which transfer the rotational 
power to another idler gear. This gear rotates with the fork, keeping the chain straight down to 
the cassette on the front wheel. Since the shaft between the two sprockets is a u-joint, it allows 
the power to be transferred even when the two sprockets are not aligned. This was the most 
complicated part of the project because everything had to be very carefully aligned and there 
were many custom parts. We bought a u-joint which we then machined using the CNC mill and 
CNC lathe, making it notched to allow it to slide into a square hole in the sprocket plates and fit 
smoothly in the bearings. All the plates used to make the whole apparatus we very detailed and 
had many small parts that had to be machined by hand or using the CNC mill. One side of the 
apparatus had to be removal to replace anything that might break, so one side it bolted 
together using a series of 6 bolts and threaded holes, which also added a layer of difficulty 
beyond welding all the pieces together. 
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Figure 10: U-joint apparatus exploded view 
 
Figure 11: U-joint mounted on the frame with the chain routing 
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Figure 12: Our u-joint and bottom bracket assemblies 
 
 
Figure 13: Detail view of the u-joint as it is assembled on the bike 
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Figure 14: Close-up of our u-joint apparatus 
 
Our handlebars and head tube also posed a problem. We needed the head tube to be 
the most forward part of the bike because of our vertical head tube and the negative trail. This 
moved the handlebars out of the rider’s reach when they are in the recumbent riding position. 
To solve this, we created a secondary, remote head tube. Our front head tube supports the fork 
and the weight of the bike, rider and fairing. The remote head tube just has the handlebars 
close enough for the rider to reach them comfortably. The remote steerer tube is connected to 
the fork using custom brackets, heim joints and a tie rod on both sides of the bike. These allow 
both the front and rear steerer tubes, on the handlebars and on the fork, rotate as one, giving 
the rider the feel that they are turning the actual fork. 
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Figure 15: View of the front steering linkage system 
 
The last reason we settled on this steering configuration was because it was different. In 
the competition there is a whole judging category, for which creativity and design make up a 
large amount of the point. Also, Cal Poly’s team has been around since 1978 so we did not want 
to remake something they already had, we wanted to really improve and go out of the box. We 
are not doing this project to copy, but instead to create and design. 
4.5 – Fairing Integration 
Our bike is going to be integrated with the fairing, but at this time it is not. The team is 
still forming the mold for their fairing and has changed the design considerably from last year’s 
fairing. The fairing is going to attach to the bike in two different locations, one in the front and 
one in the back. Because the fairing is an unknown, the front attachment point is being left to 
the team to design. We talked to them and they agreed we could leave an 8 inch stub for them 
to build off of for the attachment point they decide on once they have the actual fairing 
designed and made. The rear attachment of the bike is designed though. We used a larger rear 
axle, 15 mm, for the rear wheel to allow it to support the fairing along with the bike. There will 
be a custom, long axle that will attach to either side of the fairing, travel through the dropouts 
and the wheel, holding everything together. We had a test axle made only wide enough for our 
wheel and that worked well. Once the fairing is made and the exact dimensions are known, the 
team will make the final, wider rear axle. 
4.6 – Frame Design 
The first choice we had to make for our frame was the material. We chose to make the 
whole bike out of steel. It was the heaviest of the options, but also the material with which we 
were most familiar. It does everything we need it to do as far as manufacturability, the ability to 
bend it and weld it fairly easily. We were also very comfortable with doing the stress analysis on 
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our bike with steel. Aluminum would have been lighter, but Aluminum does not bend like steel 
and our design requires at least 4 fairly big bends in the tube. We did not want to outsource to 
a special shop to make these bends or miter cut the tube because that is unprofessional. 
Another factor was Aluminum must be heat treated after it is welded to prevent cracking in the 
Heat Affected Zone whereas steel is strong enough as soon as the weld has cooled. We also 
considered and rejected the use of carbon fiber because none of our group has experience with 
this process. The HPV team recommended that without previous experience we should not try 
if we wanted to finish by our deadline. 
 
Once we had the material, we modeled our frame and then did the stress analysis 
calculations. Our frame ended up being a single tube across the front, then converting to a 
double tube to run down through the bend to the rear wheel. The double tubes added rigidity 
and also allowed for the seat to be mounted and not rotate around one tube. We also found it 
to be visually appealing. 
 
Another choice we had to make was tube diameter and tube wall thickness. We could 
have very small diameter tube with a large wall thickness or a larger diameter tube with a 
smaller wall thickness. The choice on these two dimensions was entirely up to us. After looking 
at some tubing and comparing it to current bikes, we chose 1.25” diameter tubing. Then, we 
researched the tube bender we were going to use to make our bends. The bender 
manufacturer said the minimum wall thickness they recommended for this diameter tubing was 
0.060”. Our calculations showed this was more than adequate, even without any triangulation. 
 
Figure 16: Master assembly exploded view 
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Figure 17: Our finished bike frame and fork 
4.7 – Seat 
Our seat is designed to slide along the two parallel frame tubes discussed in the frame 
section above. The seat is a carbon fiber mold, which is then bonded to carbon fiber 
honeycomb sheets. These sheets attach to a larger diameter semicircle of steel that slides on 
our 1.25” tubing. We then have four quick release circle attached to this tube which clamp the 
whole apparatus in position. Once they are popped to the loose position, the seat can slide up 
and down the frames very easily and quickly. Once the seat is in the correct position for the 
next rider, the quick release handles just need to be pushed down and then the seat is held 
firmly in position and the bike is ready to be ridden. Additionally, the seat will not travel parallel 
to the ground, but instead will travel at an angle along the frame rails. This angle keeps the 
rider in the optimal 130° crank to hip to head position. If the seat slid parallel to the ground, 
this angle would only be 130° for one position and one rider. 
4.8 – Ergonomics 
Ergonomics are an immediate concern in all of our bicycle design decisions.  In order for 
the bike to be fast, it is critical for the rider to be comfortable and positioned in such a way that 
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they can provide adequate power at the drive wheel.   Much of this information was found in 
proper bike fit for triathletes, along with input from our sponsor on previous experience. 
 
Figure 18: Bike fit for recumbent  
As shown in Figure 18 above, a shoulder to hip to ankle angle of about 130 degrees is 
important to maintain for proper recumbent bike fit.  From proper bike fit, angles outside of 
this range are typically too uncomfortable for the rider. We have designed our model with an 
angle of 130 degrees, which is a conservative, reliable value for recumbent bike geometry.  
 
 
Figure 19: Bike fit for triathletes 
Another important consideration is knee angle when the pedal is in its furthest away 
position. There are two places on the foot to measure for this consideration. The location of the 
bottom of the pedal stroke is measured to the pedal axle, whereas the angle is measured 
through the maleolus. This can have a significant effect on the comfort and power that the rider 
can produce. With the sliding seat mechanism we will keep the rider’s leg angle as close to 155 
degrees as possible. 
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4.9 – Cadence and Gearing 
In further analyzing the ergonomics of our proposed design, cadence arises as an 
important consideration in the geometry and gearing of the bike.  The Cal Poly HPV team 
provided us with speed data from previous bikes which gives us a rough estimate of the ground 
speeds the bike will be expected to achieve. The minimum speed of the bike is between 0-3 
mph (as the rider is generally given a push start) and this is used as our lower bound for the 
gearing of the bike. The upper speed was assumed to be around 55 mph, based on the top 
speed for a Cal Poly HPV of 54.63 mph (Achieved by Athena at the Battle Mountain 
Competition). The remaining variables were drive wheel size, gear ratios and cadence. The 
wheel size was set to be 20” by the team because they wanted the shortest wheelbase possible 
and after talking to the team they said they liked to ride in the 90-100 rpm range. With that set, 
we could find our gear ratios to achieve the speeds we want. In the end, we had a 2.5:1 ratio 
between the crank and the u-joint and a maximum ratio of 2.55:1 between the other side of the 
u-joint and the cassette. The minimum ratio on the other side of the cassette was 1:1. 
Table 1: Speed and Gearing Spreadsheet 
Cadence (rpm) Top Speed (mph) Min Speed (mph) 
 
150.00 56.8 22.3 
 
140.00 53.0 20.8 Crank to U-Joint Ratio 
130.00 49.2 19.3 2.50 
120.00 45.4 17.8 
 
110.00 41.6 16.4 
 
100.00 37.9 14.9 U-Joint to Cassette ratio (Min) 
90.00 34.1 13.4 1.00 
80.00 30.3 11.9 
 
70.00 26.5 10.4 
 
60.00 22.7 8.9  U-Joint to Cassette ratio (Max) 
50.00 18.9 7.4 2.55 
40.00 15.1 5.9 
 
30.00 11.4 4.5 
 
20.00 7.6 3.0 Wheel Size (in) 
10.00 3.8 1.5 20.00 
0.00 0.0 0.0 
 
We integrated a rear derailleur on the front fork and used a rear wheel for our bike’s 
front wheel to have a cassette for shifting. We used a ten speed cassette to allow for the 
maximum gearing choices for the rider.  The derailleur also takes care of chain tension for the 
chain between the u-joint and the cassette. Then, for the crank chain loop, we used an 
eccentric bottom bracket shell to keep the chain tensioned. By not using any extra tensioners or 
chain guides this design has less friction and is much more efficient. 
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Figure 20: Our final bike 
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Chapter 5: Product Realization 
5.1: Manufacturing Processes 
Our bike was built using a wide variety of manufacturing techniques. The most basic of 
our techniques included hand finishing and preparation. Welding preparation and fine shaping 
in the u-joint parts were done with basic round and square files and wire brushes. We used a 
wide array of measuring devices, including calipers, rulers, squares, levels, protractors, edge 
finders and measuring tapes to ensure compliance with our solid model. 
 
Figure 21: Philip making final tolerance adjustments 
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Figure 22: Measuring the u-joint to calculate the dimensions necessary to lathe down for it to be perfectly 
centered between the bearings. 
To cut the tube for our frame, fork and steering apparatus, we used the chop saw, but 
and the horizontal band saw. The 1/8” plate pieces used in the u-joint apparatus, gussets, and 
dropouts were cut into their n shapes using the vertical band saw and then refined using hand 
files, bench grinders and the disk grinder. To clean up welds and tolerances, we used an electric 
angle grinder with a cutoff wheel and flap disk. This tools takes off a lot of material so was only 
used for big size changes. For more detailed parts, we used a pneumatic die grinder with a 
scotch bright pad, a carbide grinder or a smaller flap disk. We also used a dremel for minor 
operations including deburring of parts, especially the inner diameter of tubes. Most of the 
holes we cut were done with the drill press, but some were done using the mill or an electric 
hand drill, depending on the orientation of the part being drilled. We used normal metal/wood 
bits along with hole saws for larger diameter holes. To notch the tube used in our frame, we 
used the belt notcher in the senior project lab along with the hole saw notcher in Mustang ’60.  
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Figure 23: Philip deburring a tube piece 
 
The 1/2” plate was cut using the plasma cutter and it was brought to its final nominal 
dimensions using the disk sander. We used the manual lathe to machine our sleeve material to 
its exact outer diameter and the CNC lathe to machine down the u-joint to fit perfectly in the 
bearings. We also used the CNC lathe to make the sprocket centering, sandwich washers which 
hold the sprocket to the u-joint and keep the sprocket perfectly centered on the end of the u-
joint. For the two custom 1/2 inch thickness u-joint plates, our design required intricate 
geometry and tolerances of +/- 0.01” to allow for press fit bearings and their integration with 
the rest of the u-joint.  The designs for these plates were imported from SolidWorks and with 
the use of MasterCam software, we generated G-code for the CNC mill. For this process, we 
helped Josh from the HPV team who is also a lab tech. These parts were machined out of the 
1/2" plate.  
The whole bike was TIG welded in the shop. Although we were there for the entire 
welding, none of our group was confident enough on the welder so we had a variety of friends 
and shop techs help us. Everything was TG welded on the bike other than a few tacks we made 
using the MIG, which were then welded over with TIG. To make the 4 bends in our main steel 
frame tube, we used the Tube Shark tube bender in Bonderson. This was a hydraulic powered 
tube bender that used with a 6” radius die. We used this to make bends accurate within 0.5°. 
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Figure 24: The bent frame with the TubeShark tube bender 
 
Figure 25: Ben programming our dimensions into the CNC lathe 
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Figure 26: Machining the u-joints outer diameter down with the CNC lathe 
 
Figure 27: Ryan, a member of the HPV team, helping us set up the lathe 
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Figure 28: Tyler, a shop tech, helping us TIG weld our frame 
Throughout the manufacturing process, we created many temporary jigs to keep the 
bike straight and accurate. The shop’s bike jig was not designed for a recumbent so we had to 
make our own. We used scrap material left around the shop along with levels, clamps and 
tacking to make jigs for items such as the front and rear dropouts’ alignment, the frame’s 
straightness and the head tube angle. According to our measurements and how the bike 
performs, these jigs all worked and kept the bike properly aligned. 
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Figure 29: Ryan checking the rear wheel alignment 
The entire bike was built by our team with help from other students at the shop. The 
only item we outsourced was reaming the two head tubes because no one on campus had the 
correct tool. This was done at Foothill Cyclery. We are proud to have done it all ourselves and 
learned a lot in the process. 
5.2 – Prototype Alterations 
There were surprisingly few alterations from our SolidWorks design and the finished 
product. Our SolidWorks model took into account most of the problem areas of clearance and 
materials. Most of our changes were to make the same part but more easily manufactured 
once we had the materials and the tools in front of us and saw an easier way to achieve the 
same final product. 
 
One of the first alterations we made was to use a BMX fork instead of making one 
entirely from scratch. We realized there was a way to use large dropouts attached to this 
purchased fork which would create the same geometry and save time.. 
 
Many of the u-joint parts were slightly altered to retain function and increase 
manufacturability as our design materialized. These have been updated in our SolidWorks 
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model. The most notable changes include welding rather than bolting together the entire fixed 
side of the u-joint, along with small changes to the placement of bolts and construction of the 
free side.  
 
The team had a set of aircraft grade tie rod ends that used a single mount rather than 
opposed double mounts as outlined in our model. This made slight changes in the tabs on the 
secondary steerer tube and fork which they connect to as we needed only one mounting point.  
This reduced weight and we felt that it retained the same function as our initial design would 
have (slight overdesign). 
 
Our frame initially included a curved beam extending from the front end to attach the 
bike to the fairing. As progress developed, we consulted with the team and due to the 
uncertainty of their plan of attachment, we shortened this extension and replaced it with a 
welded 4” straight tube extending from the front of the bike instead. 
 
Figure 30: The front of our bike with the attachment point and the u-joint apparatus 
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5.3 – Manufacturing Recommendations 
For anyone planning on undertaking a recreation of this project, we have a few 
recommendations. First, we recommend modeling all expected changes in the SolidWorks 
model before carrying them out. It is important to note actual clearances and relation of any 
design change to the entire bike assembly in the design and manufacturing process. 
 
We recommend allowing extra time for all the manufacturing processes. Anything we 
made in the Cal Poly shops took us a lot longer than if they had been made in a shop outside of 
school. This was due to lines at the tool crib waiting to check out parts, missing tools, and 
waiting for machines. Those minutes here and there add up in the end. Make a plan 
beforehand so you know exactly what tools you need to eliminate unnecessary trips to the tool 
crib. 
 
Be very careful with the part tolerances for the u-joint and frame in the front end. These 
are very important as clearances are very precise in this region.  Parts must be manufactured to 
drawing specifications. In addition to part tolerances, alignment is very important. To achieve 
this we incorporated the use of a wide array of custom jigging.  Any future manufacturing of 
our design should include jigging to ensure proper alignment and avoid warping and bending 
during welding and other fabrication. The better the jig, the better the overall bike will turn out. 
And remember the jigs in your manufacturing plan. We probably spent more time designing 
perfectly aligned jigs than the actual bike because they are so important. 
 
Another major portion of our design that we feel could be improvised is on weight. Our 
frame incorporates chromoly steel in both our steering and frame tubing which is very heavy 
when compared with the alternatives. The team specified that an extremely lightweight bike 
was not of primary importance to them for this model year so we selected chromoly in interest 
of cost and ease of assembly. However, it is suggested that future models could improvise on 
our bike with the use of carbon fiber, aluminum, magnesium or titanium in as many areas as 
possible to decrease the overall weight.  In addition to material selection, we found that our 
bike was generally overdesigned on rigidity and strength, especially in the front region. Rely on 
the calculations, not on just gut feeling on whether or not a tube will bend. We found a lot of 
the recommendations we received from outside sources made the bike extremely overbuilt and 
we would have been better off staying with our original plans. Future designs could seek to 
minimize the amount of material in the front end, although if material were to change, proper 
analysis and sizing should be considered. 
 
 Finally, if you are building this bike using Cal Poly shops, use the shop techs! Even 
though some of our team was familiar with metal fabrication, the shop techs work with those 
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specific tools on a daily basis and always have good advice. Approach them and ask for help. 
Much of our bike was welded and we had some help on making certain parts from shop techs 
who just enjoy working in the shop. It never hurts to have an extra hand, especially an 
experienced one. 
 
 And our last recommendation is to outsource as little as possible. Although this may 
speed up the process and put less pressure on you, it decreases the whole experience. Our 
team knows every inch of the bike by heart. You get a connection with a project you spend this 
much time on and it means so much more than if you send plans to a machine shop. Also, the 
experience is irreplaceable and will be useful for the rest of your life. 
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Chapter 6: Design Verification (Testing) 
6.1 Review of Design Verification Plan 
Our design incorporates several subsystems of varying nature, thus our final design 
verification includes evaluation of performance on a variety of levels.  Per our initial project 
proposal, a main quantifiable means for verifying our final design is through the Quality 
Function Deployment (QFD) matrix. The QFD matrix provides a list of verifiable, concrete 
requirements that our design must meet, and focuses primarily on vehicle performance and 
function. Requirements in the QFD include: 
 
 Top Speed - 50 mph or Greater 
 Vehicle Weight - 40 lbs or Less 
 Turning Radius - 12 ft or Less 
 Acceleration Time - 0-25 mph - 10 Seconds or Less 
 Brake Time - 25-0 mph - 5 Seconds or Less 
 Must Include Safety Harness 
 Must Be Free Of Sharp Edges Or Protrusions 
 Must Include A Fast Seat Change System 
 Must Include A Multiple Gear Drive System (Low Speed-High Speed) 
 Must Accommodate Fairing 
 Rider Weight Capacity - 225lbs 
 Rider Height Capacity - 5’5” To 6’ 
 Manufacturability 
 
Along with items included in our QFD matrix, further design verification will stem from 
our compliance with our initial design development in single track theory, which includes the 
parameters used in the Patterson Model. 
 
Final design considerations we are including as major criteria in evaluating our design per 
our initial requirements include: 
 
 No chain derailment 
 User ergonomics 
 
The final step in our design verification is the approval of our sponsor. A major 
component of our verification process will be from continual feedback and design input from 
our sponsor. 
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6.2 Design Verification Results  
 
Top Speed - 50 mph or Greater 
Test Description: 
Test includes the evaluation of a series of trials in an open tarmac environment. Primary 
objective is to observe the absolute top speed possible with the bike. All speeds must be 
recorded with a wheel speed sensor calibrated and mounted to the final bike wheel size of 20”. 
Conduct initial runs and record top speed achieved.  Log any changes. Record all experimental 
data and notes. 
 
Test Results: 
Test conducted on open road. Wheel speed sensor calibrated to wheel size of 20”. Rider 
assisted to gain initial speed and then allowed to freely ride and accelerate to top speed.  We 
tested both directions in case the road had a slight grade and then averaged the results. Results 
shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Top Speed Test Results 
Trial Top Speed (mph) 
Direction 1 17.6 
Direction 2 22.5 
Average 20.05 
 
 
Figure 31: Ben testing the bike’s top speed on level ground 
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Figure 32: Our bike speedometer 
Notes: 
We definitely feel that the bike can reach higher speeds, but we need more practice riding it.  
Our speeds were recorded in the fastest gear in temperate operating conditions. Once the team 
acquires the bike they plan to tune and accessorize it further, and can likely reach much higher 
speeds than we were able to achieve with the inclusion of the fairing. As of now, it did not meet 
our design requirement. 
 
Vehicle Weight - 40 lbs or Less 
Test Description: 
Test includes weighing of the vehicle with all components except fairing and fairing 
attachments in a laboratory environment. Primary objective is to observe the final curb weight 
for publishing purposes. Record all experimental data and notes.  
 
Test Results: 
We weighed ourselves holding the bike and then weighed ourselves without the bike. The 
difference between the two weights was the vehicle weight. Net vehicle curb weight: 35 lbs 
Results shown in Table 3. 
Table 3: Vehicle Weight Test Results 
Vehicle Weight (lbs) 
35 
Notes: 
Requirement met 
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Turning Radius - 12 ft or Less 
Test Description: 
Test includes the evaluation of a series of trials in an open tarmac environment. Primary 
objective is to observe the turning radius of the vehicle at varying speeds in cornering. All 
measurements must be outlined in chalk and radii must be measured with string and/or similar 
methods. Conduct initial runs and record speed of turn and corresponding radius. Log any 
changes. Record all experimental data and notes.  
 
Test Results: 
Test conducted in open parking lot. Wheel speed sensor calibrated to wheel size of 20”. The 
bike was turned to full lock and wheeled in a semicircle. The initial approach point of turn was 
marked with chalk, and diameter for a complete 180 degree turn was measured with a 
measuring tape. We measured both turning left and right in case they were different. Results 
shown in Table 4. 
Table 4: Turning Radius Test Results 
Trial Turning Radius (ft) 
Left 11 
Right 11 
 
 
Figure 33: Measuring turning radius 
Notes: 
All turning radii within QFD expectations. 
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Acceleration Time - 0-25 mph - 10 Seconds or Less 
Test Description: 
Test includes the evaluation of a series of trials in an open tarmac environment. Primary 
objective is to observe the fastest acceleration time of the vehicle from 0 to 25 mph. All times 
must be recorded with a stopwatch, and speed must be recorded with a wheel speed sensor 
calibrated and mounted to the final bike wheel size of 20”. Conduct initial runs and record 
times.  Record all experimental data and notes. Minimum of 5 trials.  
 
Test Results: 
Test was conducted in open parking lot. Wheel speed sensor calibrated to wheel size of 20”. In 
reality, the test is measured from about 2 mph to 15 mph as with a recumbent configuration it 
is difficult to start from a standstill without assistance and we were relatively inexperienced 
riding the bike. Also, we did not go to 25 mph because on flat ground that was the highest 
extent of our top speed and was too hard to reach. Rider was assisted to gain initial speed of 2-
3 mph, then allowed to accelerate. Five total trials logged using different gearing. Results 
shown in Table 5. 
 
Table 5: Vehicle Acceleration Test Results 
Trial 0-15 mph Time 
(seconds) 
1 32.3 
2 27.6 
3 21.4 
4 24.3 
5 29.8 
Ave 27.08 
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Figure 34: Philip testing acceleration 
Notes: 
Our expectations were unreasonable. On a modern Schwinn road bike it took 26 seconds to 
reach 25 mph. We are happy with our results. 
 
Brake Time - 25-0 mph - 5 Seconds or Less 
Test Description: 
Test includes the evaluation of a series of trials in an open tarmac environment. Primary 
objective is to observe the fastest acceleration time of the vehicle from 15 to 0 mph under 
braking. We switched from 25 mph to 15 mph because it was hard to reach such a high velocity 
to test the braking All times must be recorded with a stopwatch, and speed must be recorded 
with a wheel speed sensor calibrated and mounted to the final bike wheel size of 20”. Conduct 
initial runs and record times.  Log any changes. Minimum of 5 trials.  
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Test Results: 
Test was conducted in open parking lot. Wheel speed sensor calibrated to wheel size of 20”. 
Actual braking acceleration was measured from 15 to 0 mph, as we were relatively 
inexperienced in riding the bike. Rider allowed to gain initial speed and coast. Communication 
with timer upon beginning to brake, and brake time from 15 to 0 mph recorded with 
stopwatch. Five total trials logged. Results shown in Table 6. 
 
Figure 35: Ben testing braking times 
 
Table 6: Vehicle Braking Test Results 
Trial 15-0 mph Time 
(seconds) 
1 2.3 
2 2.7 
3 2.4 
4 2.3 
5 2.5 
Ave 2.44 
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Figure 36: Our front disk and caliper for our braking system 
 
Figure 37: Adjusting the brakes 
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Notes: 
Rear brake could also be incorporated to decrease braking times further if desired, but we are 
well within our design specifications. 
 
Must Include Safety Harness 
Test Description: 
Vehicle must be equipped with a safety harness. 
 
Test Results: 
The safety harness is an area in which our sponsor has notified us that they plan to postpone 
development and develop on their own because the fairing is not complete.  Our current bike 
includes a seat configuration common to previous HPVs, allowing the team to design and add a 
safety harness as needed.   
 
Must Be Free Of Sharp Edges or Protrusions 
Test Description: 
Vehicle must be free of sharp edges and protrusions. 
 
Test Results: 
All pieces were deburred, sanded, and polished before assembly as needed. Final manufactured 
product closely follows initial design and is fairly streamlined in build. Sponsor indicated 
approval of shape and build of the final bike. 
 
Must Include A Fast Seat Change System 
Test Description: 
Test includes verification on ease of changing the seat and/or seat position for different riders 
in a race environment. 
 
Test Results: 
Seat has been assembled as a standalone unit and can be attached to the frame with either 
hose clamps or quick release ring s per preference of the team.  Both allow for on-site removal 
and adjustment of the seat as needed. 
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Figure 38: Seat attachment 
 
Must Include A Multiple Gear Drive System (Low Speed-High Speed) 
Test Description: 
Test includes verification on the inclusion of a multiple gear drive system on the vehicle, along 
with ability to change gears while driving. 
 
Test Results: 
Bike is configured with a standard 9 speed cassette. Chain connecting  he u-joint to the drive 
wheel is in a standard bike configuration. Along with standard cassette shifting, ability to swap 
cogs on either side of the u-joint has been implemented into the design, allowing the HPV team 
to gear for high torque or high speed configurations as needed. 
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Figure 39: SolidWorks front gear drive system 
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Figure 40: Cassette located on the front wheel 
 
Must Accommodate Fairing 
Test Description: 
Test includes verification on the ability of the vehicle to be contained in a carbon fiber 
enclosure while retaining all functionality. Record all experimental data and notes in Section 
6.2, Final Design Report. 
 
Test Results: 
All dimensions on final bike are in compliance with final solid model. Final modeling included 
verification of critical dimensions with and integration with the 2011 model fairing.   
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Figure 41: SolidWorks model of the rider on our bike in the proposed fairing 
Notes: 
The fairing is still in construction by HPV team. It will be completed in March 2011. Until then it 
cannot be tested. 
 
Rider Weight Capacity - 225lbs 
Test Description: 
Test includes verification on the ability of the vehicle to support the weight of a 225 lb rider.  
Record all experimental data and notes in Section 6.2, Final Design Report. 
 
Test Results: 
Vehicle tested with three riders both stationary and under acceleration/steering (~5-10mph). 
Results shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Rider Weight Capacity Test Results 
Trial Rider Weight (lbs) Status 
1 145 (Ben) Passed 
2 155 (Philip) Passed 
3 230 (Nick) Passed 
 
Rider Height Capacity - 5’5” To 6’ 
Test Description: 
Test includes verification on the ability of the vehicle to support riders with height between 
5’5” and 6”.  Record all experimental data and notes in Section 6.2, Final Design Report. 
 
Test Results: 
Vehicle tested with three riders in a stationary position. Results shown in Table 8. 
 
Table 8: Rider Height Capacity Test Results 
Trial Rider Height Status 
1 6’3” (Ben) Passed 
2 5’10” (Philip) Passed 
3 6’0” (Nick) Passed 
4 5’4” (Megan) Passed 
 
Notes: 
All riders were able to sit comfortably in the bike, reach handlebars, and pedal as needed. 
 
Manufacturability 
Test Description: 
Test includes overall commentary on the manufacturability and manufacturing process of the 
bike. Primary objective is to create a bike that is reasonably easy to manufacture. All 
commentary must be logged in this document. Record all notes in Section 6.2, Final Design 
Report. 
 
Test Results: 
Overall, this is an area where we realized we had only moderately conformed to our initial plan. 
Our bike simply ended up containing of a wide degree of custom parts which required us to 
incorporate a variety of more advanced manufacturing techniques including tube bending, and 
CNC lathe and mill. Throughout our manufacturing process shop technicians were helpful in 
assisting us, and by the end of the process all three of our group members were yellow tag 
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certified. Overall we realized that our design was slightly more involved in manufacturing than 
anticipated, and our manufacturing time was longer than expected, however, we spent a large 
amount of time in assuring a precise build of the bike. Our sponsor has worked closely with us 
in the design process and have indicated a high degree of approval with our design. 
 
Trail 
Test Description: 
Test includes measuring of the trail offset on the bike. Primary objective is to verify compliance 
with single track theory used in designing the bike. Record data and notes in Section 6.2, Final 
Design Report. 
 
Test Results: 
Initial design specifies a negative trail of 3.71 inches, which is the value used in all Patterson 
model calculations.  Dropouts for the front fork have been created with 3.75 inch offset from 
the centerline of the fork tube. These dimensions were measured with dial calipers in the 
manufacturing process.   
 
Figure 42: Bike trail SolidWorks dimension 
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Wheelbase 
Test Description: 
Test includes measuring of the final wheelbase on bike. Primary objective is to verify 
compliance with single track theory used in designing the bike. Record data and notes in 
Section 6.2, Final Design Report. 
 
Test Results: 
Initial design specifies a wheelbase of 45.09 inches, which is the value used in all Patterson 
model calculations.  Final wheelbase on bike measured with measuring tape with value of 45.5 
inches. 
 
 
Figure 43: SolidWorks model with wheelbase measurments 
 
Wheel Size 
Test Description: 
Test includes verification of wheel size on the bike. Primary objective is to verify compliance 
with single track theory used in designing the bike.  
 
Test Results: 
Both front and rear wheels on the bike are 20”. 
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Chain Derailment 
Test Description: 
Test includes overall commentary on compliance with initial design goal addressing issues of 
chain derailment for the sponsor. Primary objective is to create a bike that does not derail 
under heavy operation. All commentary must be logged in this document. Record all notes in 
Section 6.2, Final Design Report. 
 
Test Results: 
Bike showed no signs of derailment or derailment tendency throughout all of our preliminary 
testing. No problems during acceleration test. The fixed chain was tensioned using the set 
screws and eccentric bottom bracket, and the chain to the wheel rotates with the entire u-joint 
assembly, resulting in short chain lengths and planar chain operation. 
 
Figure 44: Chain routing from the u-joint to the cassette 
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Figure 45: Chain routing from the crank to the u-joint 
 
Figure 46: Demonstrating chain tension created using the eccentric bottom bracket 
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User Ergonomics 
Test Description: 
Test includes overall commentary on the ergonomics and comfort level in operating the bike. 
Primary objective is to create a bike that is comfortable to ride for a variety of rider heights and 
sizes. All commentary must be logged in this document. Record all notes in Section 6.2, Final 
Design Report. 
 
Test Results: 
Overall we feel that we have created a user friendly and comfortable bike. Our bike is smaller 
than Atlas and Athena, but retains good user comfort. All dimensions on the final bike comply 
to our SolidWorks model which incorporates mannequin models for sizing and component 
placement.  
 
Notes: 
Seat used in testing and initial showcasing will not be the final seat. 
 
Input From Sponsor 
This is an area where we feel we did particularly well from the beginning to the end of our 
project. We worked very closely with the team, and as our bike was stored in the HPV cage, we 
became closely acquainted with most people on the team. We had several nights where we 
ended up staying late with the team working on bike specifics and were able to utilize input 
from almost every member of the team both our design and building processes. 
6.3 Serviceability 
One primary element considered throughout our design and manufacturing process that is not 
included in our QFD and Patterson analyses is serviceability. One of our primary underlying 
design goals was to create a final product that, once complete, maintains a high degree of 
intuitivism and ease of adjustability and serviceability.   
 
All elements for the primary and secondary head tubes, derailleur, brake, handlebars, shifting 
mechanism, wheels, are standard. And can be removed or replaced with off the shelf 
components. 
 
The u-joint is one of the most complex parts of the bike, and contains broad array of moving 
parts, thus required an active development process in retaining serviceability. Bearings are 
press fit into the u-joint sides, so service holes were created through the side of the plate to 
allow the bearings to be replaced and/or cleaned/serviced. The entire free side of the u-joint 
housing was designed for easy removal and access to the headset cap and u-joint, and the u-
joint can be serviced on the fly with a flathead screwdriver and a a 7/16” wrench. 
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Standard bolts were selected for the entire bike in our design and manufacturing processes. All 
removable hardware including nuts, bolts, cotter pin, taps, bearings is outlined in Appendix C. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
After reviewing many possible bike configurations, we believe that the front wheel 
drive, front wheel steer, u-joint solution provides a well-balanced set of overall performance 
characteristics, while addressing many of the concerns that have arisen from previous HPV 
bikes.  One of the primary factors we considered with our design is speed.  As we were aiming 
to design a bike that will win in both long distance and sprint races, speed and overall bike 
stability were of immediate concern. Reliability, weight, comfort, safety, and integration with 
the fairing were also of top priority and relate directly to the speed of which our bike is capable.  
One of the primary factors that plagued teams over the last two years is chain 
derailment during competition.  This problem cost the team in past years and was one of our 
main criteria in choosing our design. By minimizing chain length we drastically decrease the 
chance of derailment. The u-joint design allows for a complete avoidance of chain twist and 
orients the bike with two, shorter, truly aligned chains, reducing the chance of derailment.  
With the u-joint solution, several concerns arose, primarily in the longer wheelbase it requires 
to avoid having the u-joint in between the users’ legs (comfort/safety).  As we were aiming to 
have the u-joint clear of the users’ body, the geometry of the bike tended to be longer than we 
intended. This issue was solved by incorporating a fork with negative trail dropouts and a 
vertical head tube, which, per single track theory, is a viable solution.  This element of single 
track theory, known as trail, is usually positive in production bikes. A negative rake and vertical 
head tube angle, such as our bike, still provides the bike with the same trail and stability 
benefits.  All Patterson model results, design considerations, and final manufacturing outcomes 
on the u-joint and drive system are outlined in Chapters 4 and 5. 
The next primary consideration in our design process was weight.  We spoke with the 
team on this matter and our final decision was to design the frame using steel.  Carbon fiber 
has been successful in the past, along with aluminum, but steel provides us with the overall 
best combination of strength, manufacturability, and workability for our given project.  
Another factor that we weighted fairly heavily in our design is comfort. As the rider is 
undergoing fairly significant exertion during the races, ergonomics and comfort are of 
immediate importance to the success of the bike and the rider.  To accurately represent the 
dimensions and comfort of the rider, we have taken typical user data and human dimensions to 
construct our design.  This data comes from the proper bike fit data set. From this data, there 
are several critical geometries we have considered. First, the L shape between the sole of the 
foot and the torso angle which is commonly 130 degrees for a recumbent bike.  Another 
important measurement is the angle from the sole of the foot to the knee and the hip at the 
leg’s full extension, which most sources agree should be around 155 degrees for maximum 
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efficiency.  All of our modeling and ergonomic design decisions have been designed around 
these initial rules of thumb. This is an area that we plan to have a degree of adjustability in as 
there are a wide variety of possible riders on the bike and it is one of the most important 
aspects in the rider experience and performance. The next major consideration that encircles 
all of our other design decisions is the integration with the fairing.  This is a critical part of our 
design as every design decision we make is constrained by it.    
Overall we feel that we have incorporated the best aspects of previous designs along 
with new ideas and concepts in a bike that we feel will be the most reliable and refined design 
thus far. 
For anyone undergoing future development in the project, we are available through the 
Cal Poly directory should any consultation or advice be needed. We have created an online 
dropbox which includes all research and development documentation, photos of our design 
and bike, final bill of material for sourced components, and a comprehensive inclusion of our 
entire SolidWorks assembly including all parts and relevant dimensions for the bike.   
All changes to the design should be modeled in SolidWorks before confirming them. It is 
important to note actual clearances and relation of any design change to the entire bike 
assembly in the design and manufacturing process. 
 
Allowing extra time for all manufacturing processes. Anything we made in the Cal Poly 
shops took us a lot longer than if they had been made in a shop outside of school. This was due 
to lines at the tool crib waiting to check out parts, missing tools, and waiting for machines.  
 
Be very careful with the part tolerances for the u-joint and frame in the front end. These 
are very important as clearances are very precise in this region.  Parts must be manufactured to 
drawing specifications. In addition to part tolerances, alignment is very important. Any future 
manufacturing of our design should include jigging to ensure proper alignment and avoid 
warping and bending during welding and other fabrication. The better the jig, the better the 
overall bike will turn out. And remember the jigs in your manufacturing plan. We probably 
spent more time designing perfectly aligned jigs than the actual bike because they are so 
important. 
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Figure 47: Philip and Ben with the finished product  
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Appendices 
Appendix A: QFD, Pugh Matrix 
Table 9: Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 
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Table 10: Pugh Matrix 
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Appendix C: List of Vendors, Contact Information, Pricing 
Table 11: Parts Cost 
 
Table 12: Hardware Cost 
 
Table 13: Services Cost 
  
Part Requirements Quantity Notes Source  Price/Ea. Total
Stem Drops back at least 4" 1 Mongoose Cal Poly Bike Graveyard $0.00 $0.00
Handle bars Smaller than 15" wide 1 Mongoose Cal Poly Bike Graveyard $0.00 $0.00
U Joint Small and strong 1 Apex 300-16-10-6-C Cooper Tools $180.00 $180.00
Crank 165mm Single Crank 48T 1 SRAM S100 165mm 48T PowerSpline Crank Foothill Cyclery $72.00 $72.00
Head Tube Basic 1-1/8" Standard Head Tube 1 True Temper Head Tube 10 inches Gaerlan $14.95 $14.95
Eccentric Bottom Bracket Weldable 1 Steel Outer, Aluminum Inner Tandem Eccentric Gaerlan $42.95 $42.95
U-Joint Plate 1/4", Steel 1 2'x2' B&B Steel $30.00 $30.00
U-Joint Plate 1/2", Steel 1 1'x1' B&B Steel $30.00 $30.00
Main Frame Tubing 1-1/4" Round Tube 0.060" DOM 1 Unpainted, 20' B&B Steel $60.00 $60.00
Steering Tie Rod Material 3/8" DOM Steel Tube 1 Unpainted 6' McMaster-Carr $30.00 $30.00
Steerer Tube Material 1" DOM 0.058" Wall 1 Unpainted 6' McMaster-Carr $3.00 $3.00
Pedals Clip In, Compatible With Crank 1 Shimano Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Brake Disk Compatible with brake set 1 Avid 160mm Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Bike Chain Lightweight 2 PC 991 Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Shifter 10 Speed 1 Standard Mountain Bike Shifter Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Shifter Cable + Sheath Black 1 Standard Shifter Cable Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Brake Set Disk Brake Set 1 Elixir CR Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Headset 1-1/8" Headset 2 King 1-1/8" Threadless "Nothreadset" Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
20" Wheel Road 2 Velocity Razor Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
20" Tire Road 2 Primo Comet Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Derailleur Mountain Bike Derailleur 1 Shimano SLX Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Front Hub Disc brake Compatible 1 Shimano Deore XT Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Rear Hub Disk brake, 10 Sprocket Cassette 1 LaserDisc Lite Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Steering Tie Rods ends Aircraft quality 4 1/4-28 Female Rod Ends. Aircraft Series HM-M Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Sleeve tube 1-1/8" DOM 2 Scrap Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Cassette 10 Sprocket 11-28 Tooth 1 Sram Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Bottom Bracket 68 mm powerspline 1 Truvativ Cambria Bicycle Outfitters $21.65 $21.65
Head Tube Bottom Seat King 1 King 1-1/8" bottom seat Cambria Bicycle Outfitters $12.00 $12.00
Bearings OD 1.66" ID 0.4978" 2 SKF Brand Central Coast Bearings $20.95 $41.90
Tap Left hand thread 1 Left-Hand Thread Steel Tap, 5/16"-18 H3 McMaster-Carr $8.95 $8.95
Loc Tite Removable but holds too 1 Blue Home Depot $3.75 $3.75
Seat Carbon fiber, recumbent 1 Team made Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Hose Clamps >1.5" 4 - Home Depot $0.90 $3.60
Star Nut 1-1/8" 1 - Cambria Bicycle Outfitters $6.95 $6.95
Sprocket 16T 1 YK Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Sprocket 21T 1 YK Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Front Axle 155 mm Quick Release 1 - Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Rear Axle 15 mm x 155 mm 1 Custom Made By Josh Team Provided $0.00 $0.00
Electrical Tape Black 1 - Home Depot $3.95 $3.95
$565.65
Part Requirements Quantity Notes Source  Price/Ea. Total
Bolt U-Joint Plate 7/16"-28 x 1" 4 Basic Home Depot $0.21 $0.84
Machine Screws 3mm 4 Flathead Shop Provided $0.00 $0.00
Machine Screws Washers 3mm 4 Basic Shop Provided $0.00 $0.00
Machine Screws Nuts 3mm 4 Locking Shop Provided $0.00 $0.00
Eccentric Set Screws 8mm 2 Metric Shop Provided $0.00 $0.00
Right Hand U-Joint Bolt 5/16" -18 1 Grade 8 McMaster-Carr $7.65 $7.65
Left Hand U-Joint Bolt 5/16" -18 1 Left Hand, Grade 8 McMaster-Carr $4.95 $4.95
Top U-Joint Bolt 5/16" -18 1 Basic Shop Provided $0.00 $0.00
Top U-Joint Washers 5/16" -18 3 Basic Shop Provided $0.00 $0.00
Top U-Joint Nut 5/16" -18 1 Basic Shop Provided $0.00 $0.00
Cotter Pin 5/16" 1 Basic Home Depot $0.45 $0.45
Tie Rod Nuts 1/4"-28 4 Stover Shop Provided $0.00 $0.00
Tie Rod Washers 1/4"-28 4 Basic Shop Provided $0.00 $0.00
$13.89
Part Requirements Quantity Notes Source  Price/Ea. Total
Jamba Juice Tyler's Flavor 2 Payment for welding Jamba Juice $4.20 $8.40
Head Tube Ream 1-1/8, welding cleanup 2 Press fit for head tube Foothill Cyclery $15.00 $30.00
$38.40
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Appendix D: Vendor Supplied Component Specifications and Data Sheets 
Crank 
SRAM S100 Courier Crank: Item Specifications 
 Forged 6061 aluminum arms and a TruVativ PowerSpline spindle. 
 AL-6061 forged arms, AL-7075 ring 
 TruVativ PowerSpline spindle uses bigger bearings than ISIS 
 Black 
 118 mm spindle 
 9/16” pedal spindle 
 5-bolt 
 130 mm chainring BCD 
 165 mm arm length 
 Single Ring 
 Single Speed 
 Shi/SRAM chain compatibility 
Brake 
Elixr CR 
 Adapter: 160mm 
 Brake Lever Actuation: Hydraulic 
 Brake Mount: 74mm/51mm 
 Brake System Color: white/carbon 
 Brake Usage F/R: Rear 
 Rotor Size: 160mm 
 Weight: 385g 
 
Headsets 
King 1-1/8" Threadless "Nothreadset" 
 Black 
 126g 
 7075 Aluminum  
 Steerer Tube 1-1/8"  
 ThreadlessCrown  
 Stack Height 31mm 
 Bearing Type Cartridge 
 Standard Cups 
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Head Tube 
Gaerlan TRUE TEMPER Head Tube  
 1 1/8" steerer tube 
 37 mm outside dia. X 1.5 mm wall thickness x 254 mm length 
Eccentric Bottom Bracket Housing 
Gaerlan Tandem Lugless Bottom Bracket  
 CrMo bottom bracket shell 
 60.5 mm Housing OD 
 Aluminum eccentric 54 mm OD  
Derailleur 
Shimano SLX Mountain Bike Derailleur 
 Intended Use : Mountain  
 Drivetrain Spacing : Shimano MTN 10  
 Shifter/Rear Derailleur : Shimano MTN 10  
 Largest Cog : 43teeth  
 Derailleur Action : Top-Normal (Traditional)  
 Cage Length : Medium 
 
U-Joint 
Apex 300-16-S  U-Joint 
 Outside Diameter 1” 
 Overall Length 3.375” 
 Covered Assembly: N/A 
 
Pedals 
'09 Shimano PD-M540 Pedals (PD-M540)  
 Clipless  
 Dual-sided Shimano SPD bindings  
 Adjustable entry and exit tension  
 Chromoly axles  
 Sealed-cartridge bearings. 
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Appendix E: Detailed Support Analysis 
Patterson Control Model 
The Patterson Control Model is a tool we have used to analyze the handling of our bicycle.  The 
PCM is based on dynamic analysis of a simplified bicycle within small angles.  The PCM does not 
include the effects of the tires or shifting rider mass and is not valid for large lean angles or 
large steering angles thus it is not a way to predict cornering performance or limit handling of 
the bike.  The PCM is composed of several equations which relate many basic parameters of 
bicycle geometry to the control response of a bicycle.  The PCM outputs two graphs, one is 
called the control spring which represents the force feedback through the steering as a function 
of vehicle speed, the other is control sensitivity, which represents the sensitivity of the roll 
response of the vehicle as a function of vehicle speed.  
Basic Parameters 
The parameters used in the PCM are introduced in the table below.   
Table 14: Patterson Model Parameters Definitions 
Parameter Symbol Unit 
Wheel base (equal to distance between axles) A m 
C.O.M. to rear axle (horizontal component) B m 
C.O.M. height h m 
Head tube angle (measured from vertical, equal to the complement of standard 
head tube measure) 
β degree 
Longitudinal radius of gyration about vehicle roll axis (roll axis line is parallel to 
the intersection of the ground plane and vehicle frame plane) 
kx m 
Handle bar radius (from steering center to hand position)  kh m 
Front wheel radius R m 
Front axle offset e m 
Combined vehicle mass m kg 
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Wheel Base 
A bike with a longer wheelbase will turn slower, while a bike with a shorter wheelbase 
will turn faster.  We have selected a wheelbase of 45.09 inches (1.15 meters) which is shorter 
than last year’s bike, in hope of producing a more responsive vehicle. 
Center of Mass Position 
The rider belly button was used for a first approximation of center of mass position.   
Radius of Gyration 
The radius of gyration is calculated the root mean square distance of the objects' parts 
from either its center of gravity or an axis. For our early design efforts, we used the following 
data supplied by the team for radius of gyration of a laid back seat recumbent, based on their 
general performance of this bike configuration.  
 Reclined seat recumbent Kx = .21meters 60 degrees seatback (median of 8 
measurements) 
Head Tube Angle 
Head tube angle and offset together create trail.  Our bike has a vertical head tube so 
we have created our trail with an angled fork after it exits the head tube. Trail is important 
because forces acting through the head tube axis will not create a steering moment.  The 
greater the trail the more influence the lateral component of friction on the wheel will have on 
steering. This is the concept that our bike is pioneering. 
Front Axle Offset 
The front axle offset is the normal distance from the head tube axis (center line) to the 
axle center.  After speaking with the team we found that Cal Poly HPVs tend to have negative 
offset (backward) to get the desired amount of trail (somewhere around 3-4 inches) because 
the front wheels have been small and the head tubes quite steep.  In this case enter negative 
numbers in the PCM code provided. 
Handle Bar Radius 
This dimension was determined by limitations from our fairing, roughly 9 inches. 
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Table 15: Bike Parameters 
Parameter Matrix Matrix Matrix Athena Athena Atlas Atlas Speed 
Solutions 
Speed 
Solutions 
Rider Female 
about 5’1” 
100-110 lb 
About 
5’10” 140 
lb 
About 6’3” 
200 lb 
Female 
about 5’1” 
100-110 lb 
About 6’3” 
200 lb 
Female 
about 5’1” 
100-110 lb 
About 6’3” 
200 lb 
About 6’3” 
200 lb 
About 6’3” 
200 lb 
A 1.054 1.054 1.054 1.397 1.397 1.321 1.321 1.56 1.56 
B .63 .531 0.531 .98 0.874 .95 0.838 .600 .600 
h .49 .394 0.394 .49 0.394 .54 0.445 .35 .35 
β 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 0 0 
kx .26 .334 0.213 .2 0.213 .26 0.272 .21 .21 
kh .2032 .127 0.127 .35 0.203 .2 0.2 .2 .2 
R .241 .241 0.241 .241 0.241 .241 0.241 .2286 -.2286 
e -.051 -.051 -0.051 -.076 -0.076 -.076 -0.076 -.102 -.102 
m 80 100 120 70 110 70 110 100 80 
 
 
Figure 48: Patterson model plots comparing our bike and previous years’ bikes 
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Matlab Code 
% Patterson Control Model 
  
clc; close all; clear all 
  
%==========================% 
%        Parameters        % 
%==========================% 
  
 
 
  
ConstantMtx = [A,B,h,Beta,k_x,R_h,R,e,m]; 
ConstantNames = {'Wheelbase','C.M. to Rear','C.M. Height','Head Tube Angle'... 
                ,'Radius of Gyration','Handlebar Radius','Front Wheel 
Radius','Offset','Combined Mass'}; 
Velocity = [0:Max_V/1000:Max_V]; 
  
for alpha = 1:length(A) 
     
T(alpha)   = (R(alpha)).*sind(Beta(alpha)) - e(alpha)./cosd(Beta(alpha)); % Track [m] 
  
K_1(alpha) = 
(m(alpha).*g.*(B(alpha)./A(alpha)).*T(alpha).*cosd(Beta(alpha))).*(sind(Beta(alpha)) - 
h(alpha).*T(alpha).*B(alpha)./(A(alpha).*(h(alpha).^2 + k_x(alpha).^2))); 
  
K_2(alpha) = 
T(alpha).*(cos(Beta(alpha)).^2).*m(alpha).*(B(alpha)./A(alpha).^2).*(k_x(alpha).^2./(h
(alpha).^2 + k_x(alpha).^2)); 
  
K_3(alpha) = 1/1500; %[m/N] 
  
K_4(alpha) = B(alpha)./(h(alpha).*A(alpha)).*cos(Beta(alpha)); 
  
K(:,alpha) = (K_1(alpha) - K_2(alpha).*Velocity.^2); %Control Spring 
  
Con_Sens(:,alpha) = (K_4(alpha).*Velocity)./(R_h(alpha) + (K_3(alpha)/R_h(alpha)).*(-
K_1(alpha) + K_2(alpha).*Velocity.^2)); %Control Sensitivity [-] 
  
end 
  
Velocity = Velocity / 0.44704; 
  
figure(1) 
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subplot(121) 
plot(Velocity,K(:,1),'r','linewidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(Velocity,K(:,2),'--r','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,K(:,3),'b','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,K(:,4),'--b','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,K(:,5),'k','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,K(:,6),'--k','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,K(:,7),'g','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,K(:,8),'--g','linewidth',2) 
hold off 
title('Control Spring vs. Velocity','fontname','times new roman','fontsize',12) 
xlabel('Velocity, v [mph]','fontname','times new roman','fontsize',12) 
ylabel('Control Spring, K [-]','fontname','times new roman','fontsize',12) 
legend('New Bike w/ Aaron', 'New Bike w/ Natalie','Matrix w/ Aaron', 'Matrix w/ 
Natalie','Athena w/ Aaron','Athena w/ Natalie','SS Concept Heavy','SS Concept Light') 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
axis([0 30 -50 50]) 
grid on 
box on 
  
subplot(122) 
plot(Velocity,Con_Sens(:,1),'r','linewidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(Velocity,Con_Sens(:,2),'--r','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,Con_Sens(:,3),'b','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,Con_Sens(:,4),'--b','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,Con_Sens(:,5),'k','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,Con_Sens(:,6),'--k','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,Con_Sens(:,7),'g','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,Con_Sens(:,8),'--g','linewidth',2) 
plot(Velocity,14,'--r','linewidth',2) 
hold off 
title('Control Sensitivity vs. Velocity','fontname','times new roman','fontsize',12) 
xlabel('Velocity, v [mph]','fontname','times new roman','fontsize',12) 
ylabel('Control Sensitivity, \theta [-]','fontname','times new roman','fontsize',12) 
% legend('Matrix w/ Aaron','Matrix w/ Bobby','Velox Solium','Suspended 
Freedom','"Typical" Safety Bike') 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
grid on 
box on 
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Figure 49: A normal geometry road bike 
 
 
Figure 50: Our recumbent bike  
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Appendix F: Gantt Chart 
Table 16: Gantt chart 
 
